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SUMMARY

Background: The aim of the article is to share the findings of participatory action research performed to develop a mutual participatory doctor-patient relationship model, and to apply this model in a rural cross-cultural primary care setting.

Method: Participatory action research was performed with four patient groups. Four patients with incurable illnesses formed groups with their family members and significant others. Seven monthly meetings with each group were audio recorded. The question asked at each meeting was “How can the group work together to achieve the best possible health outcome for the patient?”. The recorded interviews were transcribed and translated from the local vernacular (Tsonga) into English. Themes were identified from the transcripts, field notes and a reflective diary. A list of combined themes was compiled and a model was constructed to depict the themes and their interrelatedness. The model was interpreted and conclusions were drawn.

Results: To apply a mutual participatory model in a rural cross-cultural practice, the physician is required to operate from certain basic tenets. The patients have to participate actively to benefit optimally, and basic interviewing techniques are helpful to facilitate mutual participation.

Conclusions: It is not easy to implement a mutual participatory model in a disadvantaged, rural practice, but it is possible. We need a paradigm shift in health care, from “helping” patients (which may nurture dependence), towards facilitating the personal growth and development of patients (to nurture self-reliance). (SA Fam Pract 2004;46(5): 31-36)

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Different models of participation in the doctor-patient relationship have been described in the past. Szasz and Hollender’s models are well known and include the activity-passivity model, the guidance-cooperation model and the mutual participation model. Mutual participation as the basis of the doctor-patient relationship has been the ideal for many years and is recommended by many role models in family medicine and primary care. Another way to look at mutual participation is to see the doctor-patient relationship as a partnership. In terms of this partnership, the doctor and patient share decision making and responsibilities. In contrast to the mutual participatory model is the activity-passivity model (or non-participation), according to which the clinician gives the instructions and the patient only has to comply. The literature now supports a link between patient participation and improved health outcomes. Laine even argues that, as physicians, we are ethically bound to use this model because of its positive effects on health outcomes. Other concepts that are linked to improved health outcomes are self-care, self-sufficiency and the patients’ ability to take responsibility for their own health care, to participate in health activities and to see themselves as partners in the therapy. This explains why primary care workers should actively apply mutual participation when working with patients.

I work in a remote health centre in the Greater Tzaneen Municipality of the Limpopo Province of South Africa. I want to share the results of a research project in which I participated in this rural area. I asked four of my regular patients with serious incurable illnesses to participate. The aim of the study was to develop a mutual participatory doctor-patient relationship model, and to learn how...
to apply this model in a rural, cross-cultural primary health care setting. I believe the participation model developed and described for patient family groups is transferable and applicable to the doctor-patient relationship. Some of the findings of this study were generated from my reflective diary and are therefore personal. When discussing my personal reflections in reference to current academic literature, I will refer to myself in the first person. Written consent was obtained from all the participants, as well as from the Research, Ethics and Publications Committee of Medunsa and the Limpopo Provincial Department of Health and Welfare.

**METHOD**

Participatory action research (PAR) was undertaken with four patient groups. Patients with serious incurable illnesses formed groups with their family members, the home-based care worker caring for them and some close friends. Seven meetings with each group were audio recorded over the research period of six months. On the patients’ request, the meetings were held in their respective homes and the language spoken was the local vernacular, Tsonga. The question at each meeting was “How can the group

### Table I: Combined list of themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Health workers (including the family physician/researcher)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Patient (including family)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TENETS</strong> Basic tenets for the family physician: A family physician needs to:**</td>
<td>• The patients expressed their ideas, wishes and plans, asked for explanation and clarification about their own role and asked for opinions, ideas and solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Take a holistic view of illness.</td>
<td>• One patient expressed a strong desire to do things for herself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus on the personal growth and development of the patient.</td>
<td>• The ability to take responsibility and make a commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understand the personal gains connected to “helping” patients.</td>
<td>• The ability to address conflict in the family (reconciliation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understand the effect of status and education on the relationship between a family physician and his/her patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACTIVITY</strong> Maintain relationships.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Confirm and respect the participants’ (especially the patient’s) values, opinions, actions and abilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide encouragement and support.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus on the patient’s responsibility.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus on what is possible and what is positive – It gives hope.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Encourage truthfulness, honesty and openness.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Raise awareness about unresolved conflicts and concerns.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus on religion, prayer and trust in God.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EFFECT</strong> I, as the researcher, used a number of interviewing techniques to encourage contributions in the meetings:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Asked for clarification</td>
<td>• Diseased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gave reflective summaries</td>
<td>• Focus on helplessness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Encouraged the asking of questions</td>
<td>• Unwillingness to take responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provided summaries of the previous meetings.</td>
<td>• Unresolved conflict in the family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus on outside solutions (sometimes unrealistic expectations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techniques that were specifically important include the following:</td>
<td>• Fixation on the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I motivated and encouraged all participants to participate in the meetings by repeatedly asking about their opinions, ideas, suggestions, plans and solutions.</td>
<td>• Blaming another person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I acknowledged the pain and gave the patients the opportunity to ventilate their concerns about and experience of the pain.</td>
<td>• Defensiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I gave choices to the patients.</td>
<td>• Feelings of rejection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When plans were formulated, I focused on actions, solutions and concrete plans with short-term objectives.</td>
<td>• Passive resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The participation in the group, cooperation and the implementation of plans were negotiated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feedback was given about the implementation of action plans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work together to achieve the best possible health outcome for the patient?”. Each group was encouraged to give ideas on patient management. Action plans were formulated and tried out. Decisions were made after consensus had been reached by the whole group. The transcribed audio recording of each meeting was summarised and themes were identified through the cut-and-paste method on computer. Summaries and identified themes were verified with the individual groups at the following meeting. Minutes were kept by a group member and were read at the beginning of each meeting. Feedback on the effects of the implemented action plans was given during subsequent meetings, and the effect of actions taken was also discussed. The patient's clinical condition was evaluated at each meeting, while the group also discussed the effect of implemented (or non-implemented) action plans on the patient as a whole. I made field notes (generally after the meetings) and kept a reflective diary during the research period. The group was facilitated to continue generating more ideas and plans for action. This process continued for five meetings. After four meetings it was noticed that very few new themes were generated. What happened, however, was that the same themes were discussed repeatedly, but on a significantly deeper level.

The sixth meeting of each group was a free-attitude focus group interview. The purpose of this interview was to understand the groups’ perceptions regarding the effect of the participation process on the patients’ health. The results of these interviews, as well as the results from all previous meetings, were validated within the different groups during the seventh meeting.

A reflective diary was kept throughout the research period to record my thoughts on the research meetings. I documented communications with others about the patients and their illnesses, as well as my thoughts about the concepts and processes relevant to the research topic.

One of the co-researchers (GSF) did three free-attitude interviews with myself as the research facilitator. The purpose of these interviews was to increase awareness about my perceptions regarding participation at different times during the research period.

The data was analysed as follows: The recorded meetings were all transcribed and translated into English from Tsonga. The analysed transcripts of the meetings were used to identify themes from the English manuscript; these were then verified with the Tsonga text. The themes in all the meetings were identified with the cut-and-paste computer method. The text was specifically searched to identify themes that described action plans and themes describing participation. The participants could only be involved to the level of verifying and elaborating on the summaries and themes from the interviews in their own groups, as further analysis by them was hindered because of literacy and language barriers. Themes from the reflective diary and the three free-attitude interviews were also identified through the cut-and-paste computer method.

The transcribed records of the meetings were then re-analysed to describe the process of each interaction that took place during the different meetings. The descriptions of the interaction processes and themes from the different patient group meetings were combined with the list of themes from the reflective diary and free-attitude interviews. A combined list of themes was thus created.

The combined list of themes was used to construct a visual schematic model that demonstrates the interrelatedness of the different themes. The model was interpreted and conclusions were drawn.

RESULTS

The results are summarised in the combined list of themes presented in Table I. A model of the combined list of themes is depicted in Figure 1, followed by a discussion of the model. The discussion highlights some differences between the findings of this research project and the literature.

The positive effect of supportive relationships and the negative effect of conflict and distrust in relationships on health were suggested by most of the participants. In each group, the patients and family members repeatedly stated that the support visits of the home-based care worker and the support they received during the meetings had a positive effect on their well-being. They repeatedly said “these visits must continue”. One family experienced heightened levels of internal conflict and a participant stated: “It is not going well with our sister because there is no peace in this house”.

Certain basic tenets emerged that would help the family physician to implement a mutual participation model. The majority of these tenets were identified during the analysis of the reflective diary. One of these tenets is that, when patients’ abilities and contributions are respected and valued, a positive effect on their participation and their experience of well-being can be identified. Other important tenets include a preparedness to learn from patients, and being aware that, as health workers, we also benefit from helping patients.

It is necessary to have a holistic view of medicine, to be aware of the limitations of Western medicine and to aspire for the personal growth and development of patients. Being aware of the influence of status on the therapeutic relationship helped me to apply the mutual participation
The health worker’s status often comes from his/her knowledge and position within society.

The transcribed manuscripts of the group meeting were reviewed to identify facilitation processes that encouraged participation. Basic interviewing techniques, such as reflection, summaries and giving opportunities to ask questions, were identified as having impacted positively on group participation. From the manuscripts it became clear that participation usually started after the participants had repeatedly been asked for their ideas, opinions, suggestions and plans.

Some of the actions of the care-taker team had a negative effect on the participation and well-being of the patients. Examples of these include ignoring cues from the patient, incongruent actions, nurturing dependence, being different from the patient, a pretence of being neutral, negative feelings towards the patient and blaming the patient. One patient entered into a relationship with a woman against the advice of the group. None of the group were empathetic towards him, and all of them had different views on the matter. Group members blamed him for the decision and the subsequent deterioration of his health. In two of the groups, group members who were not family members took responsibility for providing food for the patients. Those patients became dependent on these contributions, which resulted in the patients themselves and their family members participating less during the discussions.

Active participation by the patient and his/her family, for example giving opinions, taking responsibility and taking action to contribute to their health, contributed to their overall sense of well-being. Open and honest discussion of concerns and unresolved conflict, including attempts to reconcile the issues, also had a positive effect on patients. One patient’s daughter described the patient as “stubborn” because she would not allow them to help her. She “wanted to do things for herself”. Her ability to walk without support greatly improved over the research period. In one group, the patient was reported to be better when he became actively involved in visiting other sick people with his friends. In the family mentioned earlier in which conflict was experienced, the patient reported to be better after the eldest sister called the whole family together and discussed the conflict between the patient and other family members. The family meeting took place after this sister honestly admitted that there was conflict in the family. During the last meeting with this group, the participants reported that the patient was better because they had worked together as a group. In three of the groups, participants reported improvements in their sick family members who acted on the groups’ recommendations, e.g. attending church services.

Attitudes of rejection, helplessness, being defensive, blaming others for their misfortune and being disenabled had a negative effect on the well-being of patients. The patient who had entered into a relationship against the advice of the group felt rejected after the group confronted...
him about his relationship. He reacted by being defensive toward the group and blaming his ex-wife and children, who had subsequently left him, for his misfortunes. He stated he was “unable to do anything for himself”. After this incident, the patient’s condition deteriorated rapidly.

Discussion of Figure 1
The patient is depicted in the home with the family. The small arrow over the patient indicates what the patient and family contribute to enhance the process of participation. The small grey arrow shows what makes participation difficult. The arrows also symbolise the effect on the health of the patient. The untinted arrows symbolise that which improves participation and health, while the grey arrows symbolise that which hampers participation and which is detrimental to health and well-being. Everything that happens to the patient involves relationships. This is a very central theme in the model, as indicated by the size of the letters. Supportive relationships have a positive impact and relationships riddled with conflict have a negative impact on patients. Reconciliation is a way to change a conflictual relationship to a supportive, nurturing one.

The home-based care volunteer, the nurse, church members and neighbours surround the patient and the family. The community at large forms a second circle around the family nucleus. The health and welfare services, of which the family physician forms part, constitute the outer circle. The cloud callout shows the tenets that would help a family physician and other health workers to implement a mutual participation model.

The large arrow on the left displays which assists the health workers to implement this model. These aspects also have a positive effect on health. The big grey arrow on the right shows that which may hamper the process.

DISCUSSION
Several of the tenets that were mentioned have been also mentioned by other authors. Tervalon and Murray-Gracyia stress the importance of humility and self-critique to redress power imbalances between the doctor and patient. They also feel it is very important for physicians to be aware of the position of power that they have over their patients, especially with regard to the poor and in a cross-cultural setting. Brody states that an increased awareness of the limitations of clinical medicine helps the physician to be less authoritative. Illich argues that expanding the role of medicine decreases patient autonomy and that patients consequently become more dependent on medical care.

A number of specific techniques were helpful when applying the mutual participatory model. The most striking of these techniques was that I, as the research facilitator, repeatedly asked the participants and patients their opinions. In many instances, the participants initially answered that they had no input to make, but later started to contribute. I came to the conclusion that communication in the rural, disadvantaged society in which the study was performed operates in a circular or spiral pattern and not in a linear manner, as is typical in Western communication. The communication builds as it goes in circles. I found a similar pattern in the development of themes in the different meetings. During most meetings, the same themes were discussed repeatedly, but the depth increased. Joyce Scott describes a similar phenomenon in her book “Tuning in to a different song”, about African worship songs. She describes how African worship songs are mostly repetitive in nature, whereas Western songs concentrate more on content in a linear and non-repetitive way. She believes that the difference between the two paradigms is that Western worship songs focus mainly on the theological content, whereas African worship songs focus on experiencing the meaningfulness of the song. I found that this description clarifies the differences in communication between people from African and Western cultures. The only way I could attain participation was by repeatedly asking for opinions. I was not able to persuade participants to participate by asking them once. It was as if the participants wanted to be sure I really wanted their participation and truly valued their opinions. Brody makes the point that persistence may be necessary to reassure the patients that their contributions are appreciated and valuable.

The techniques to enhance participation described in this study are echoed in other articles. Chewning and Sleath describe how giving choices in treatment options is an important step towards collaboration in the client-centred model. Perlmuter and Langer also found that providing choices gives patients a sense of control.

A theme that repeatedly emerged was the need to encourage and support patients through compassion and respect. I felt this enabled the patients to participate more fully. The beneficial effect of support has been widely recorded.

I believe the most important aspect from the patients’ perspective is for them to take personal responsibility and commit themselves to participate positively in their own health. Supporting this view, Solomon et al. describe having a sense of responsibility as one of the factors associated with longevity in AIDS patients. In their “Hardiness in Health” study, Kobasa et al. found commitment to be one of the three basic components of resilience in health. Greenfield et al. found that positive participation correlated with good health outcomes. Solomon et al. found that taking responsibility and the ability to view the physician
as a collaborator were associated with good health outcomes in the patient.\(^8\)

Through the reflective processes of this research, I rediscovered for myself the immense value of an ancient truth, namely the importance of believing in the inherent value of all people (including patients) and respecting them for that. Personally, I feel this is the very essence of the doctor-patient relationship (or any helping relationship). Without this value, any attempt to establish a helping relationship will be futile and hypocritical. To value and respect others should always be possible, even if we work under the most inadequate circumstances. I feel this very essential truth has lost its importance as a result of the technical developments in biomedicine. It was not easy to implement a mutual participation model in a rural cross-cultural setting in which most patients are disadvantaged, and it required commitment and perseverance from all the members of the team, including myself. Laine\(^10\) and Tervalon and Murray-Garcia\(^13\) have confirmed the difficulties associated with this process, but also stress its importance. I believe the major difficulty in implementing this model was due to the imbalances in personal power and status.

Ideally, in the process of participatory action research, all participants should be co-researchers and should participate at all levels of the research.\(^21\) Unfortunately, none of the participants was able to speak or write English. They consequently could not participate in the analysis and documentation of the research. However, those who were able to write participated in collecting data in the vernacular (Tsonga).

CONCLUSION
It is not easy to implement a mutual participation model in a disadvantaged, rural practice, but it is possible. As family physicians and health workers, we need a paradigm shift in health care: from “helping” patients (which may nurture dependence) towards facilitating the personal growth and development of patients (to nurture self-reliance).

It is important that a mutual participation model should be implemented in daily practice when training undergraduate and postgraduate generalist physicians and other health workers.
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